ABCs of collecting and sending ‘essential oil samples’ to EAL

Sample Collection and Preservation
- For sample collection, use a glass bottle with a hard plastic lid (childproof caps are best)
- Use only glass containers as most oils dissolve plastic
- Provide at least 25ml of clear oil with no visible water or contaminants
- Fill the bottle as full as possible to reduce oxidation in transit

Complete EAL Chain of Custody (COC)
- Download COC
- Complete all relevant details on COC
- Cheque, EFT and credit card are the preferred methods of payment
- Use the test codes SW-PACK-059 for a full range of OC/OP pesticides or SW-PACK-030 for a range of metal contaminants
- Refer to the Liquids Analytical Services Price List from the website www.scu.edu.au/eal

Package and Send Samples
- Package sample(s) in a postpack or small box
- Enclose COC in a sealed plastic sleeve along with any other instructions
- Send or deliver to EAL (postage and courier labels below).

(Results will be supplied by email)

POSTAGE ADDRESS:
TO: SOUTHERN CROSS UNIVERSITY
Environmental Analysis Laboratory (EAL)
PO BOX 157
LISMORE NSW 2480

EAL Contact No. 02 6620 3678 or
Graham Lancaster  Mob: 0419 984 088

COURIER ADDRESS:
TO: SOUTHERN CROSS UNIVERSITY
Environmental Analysis Laboratory (EAL)
Ground floor, N Block, Military Road
EAST LISMORE NSW 2480

EAL Contact No. 02 6620 3678 or
Graham Lancaster  Mob: 0419 984 088

NOTE : URGENT DELIVERY OF SAMPLES FOR TESTING